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About Wellcome

- A global foundation with the goal of improving health by helping great ideas to thrive
- Committed to ensuring research outputs can be accessed and used in ways that will maximise health & societal benefit
- Passionate long-term advocate of open access & data sharing
Why support Open Research?

- Accelerates improvements in health
- Maximises the return on investment
- Reduces waste
- Supports reproducibility
What has worked well?

- Open access: policy & implementation
- Repository development
- Supporting new publishing models
- Supporting innovation
Why were these successful?

- Leadership & partnership
- Funding & advocacy
- Support from broader community
More work required

Better value & more innovation

Incentivising sharing

Demonstrating impact
The Future?

☐ Research is shared more quickly, openly and transparently - from preprints to lab books
☐ Research outputs are FAIR-compliant - leading to generation of new knowledge
☐ Maximise the value of every research $ spent
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